OVERVIEW OF THE FUNCTIONS OF THE POST

Founded in 1964 by the late Nobel Laureate Abdus Salam and located in Trieste (Italy), the Abdus Salam International Centre for Theoretical Physics (ICTP) seeks to accomplish its mandate by providing scientists from developing countries with the continuing education and skills that they need to enjoy long and productive careers. ICTP has been a major force in stemming the scientific brain drain from the developing world. For more than 50 years, ICTP has been a driving force behind global efforts to advance scientific expertise in the developing world.

Under the overall authority of the Director, ICTP, direct supervision of the Head of the Finance and Budget Unit or Senior Coordinator of the Programmes and Advancement of the Conference Support Services Unit, the incumbents will verify and process entitlements of fellows and visitors of the ICTP programmes and activities, perform tasks related to the verification of entitlements based on the ICTP internal procedures and UNESCO rules, provide logistical support necessary for acquisition of pre-paid tickets, prepare payment orders and maintain relevant electronic records.

The incumbents will also help reviewing agreements for activities that are performed in collaboration with external scientific organizations within their region/country and verify that the requests are in line with rules, best practices and reasonable costs.

More specifically, the incumbents will:

**General accountability:**
- Act as certifying officer up to the authorized level delegated by the CFO;
- Draft and prepare routine correspondence, memoranda and non-substantive reports;
- Maintain confidential and general files and establish reference systems;
- Assist in the preparation of budgetary and financial reports, statistics or projections for managers’ use;
- Review draft reports, verify overall accuracy and consistency, cross-check consistency of figures;
- Provide guidance and interpretation on standard administrative rules, regulations and procedures

**Finance Accountability:**
- Assist and inform the supervisor on financial status, by using management information systems and reporting;
- Code, record and reconcile accounting transactions;
- Prepare and process requests for payment and post the relevant accounting record, ensuring that ICTP internal procedures and UNESCO rules are followed
- Maintain specific accounts, calculate and compile financial data, prepare routine reports;
- Generate expenditure reports from the automated systems;
- Provide assistance and guidance to staff on basic financial procedures, requirements related to payments, and on banking and currency provisions
Visitor Services Accountability:

• Perform verification and validation of entitlements, claims and supporting documents of visitors and research fellows based on the ICTP internal procedures and UNESCO rules.
• Make necessary arrangements for acquisition of pre-paid tickets and other means of transport.
• Provide relevant forms to visitor and fellows.
• Maintain electronic and hard copy records and periodically monitor the open cases.

Outside and External Activities Accountability

• Support the review of agreements for outside activities and assistance provided by the External Activities Unit to ensure compliance with ICTP internal procedures and UNESCO rules.
• Verify all reports received from external organizations for completeness, presence of necessary supporting documentation and compliance with the reporting requirements.
• Identify any anomalies and errors; alert the supervisor and undertake transactions to correct errors/omissions.
• Contact and follow up with the UNESCO Field Offices (FO) and UNDP offices in case that payments have to be performed through them.

COMPETENCIES

A successful candidate will be required to demonstrate the following competencies:

• Accountability.
• Communication.
• Teamwork.
• Innovation.
• Results focus.
• Planning and organizing.
• Knowledge sharing and continuous improvement.

For detailed information please consult the UNESCO Competency Framework
https://en.unesco.org/sites/default/files/competency_framework_e.pdf

REQUIRED QUALIFICATIONS

EDUCATION

• Completed secondary, technical and/or vocational school.

WORK EXPERIENCE

• A minimum of five years of experience in Finance, Accounting, Budget or related field
• Good knowledge of accounting and finance procedures
• Experience with ERP systems (preferably SAP-based)

SKILLS/COMPETENCIES

• Excellent Analytical skills
• Ability to work quickly and efficiently under pressure
• High level of reliability with a responsive and service-minded attitude and behaviour.
• Ability to prioritize, plan and organize own work in order to respect deadlines
• Good cooperation skills and ability to work in team

LANGUAGES

• Excellent knowledge of English
• Good working knowledge of Italian
DESIRABLE QUALIFICATIONS

**EDUCATION**
- Relevant post-secondary education and professional certification in Finance or related field is an asset

**WORK EXPERIENCE**
- Experience in an international scientific organisation or educational institute.

**SKILLS / COMPETENCIES**
- Ability to interpret and use policies related to Finance and Budgeting

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Only candidates who are entitled to work in the E.U. may apply to this position. Please note that for this position UNESCO will not reimburse expenses such as travel in connection with interviews, tests and relocation.

BENEFITS AND ENTITLEMENTS

UNESCO’s salaries consist of a basic salary and other benefits which may include if applicable: 30 days annual leave, family allowance, medical insurance, pension plan etc.

For more information in benefits and entitlements, please consult [ICSC website](https://www.icscsite.org) and [UNESCO's career website](https://www.unesco.org/).

MORE INFORMATION

Please note that all candidates must complete an on-line application and provide complete and accurate information. To apply, please visit the UNESCO careers website. No modifications can be made to the application submitted.

The evaluation of candidates is based on the criteria in the vacancy notice, and may include tests and/or assessments, as well as a competency-based interview.

UNESCO uses communication technologies such as video or teleconference, e-mail correspondence, etc. for the assessment and evaluation of candidates.

Please note that only selected candidates will be further contacted and candidates in the final selection step will be subject to reference checks based on the information provided.

Candidates must use the UNESCO’s online application system which is accessible through the following links:

For current UNESCO fixed-term staff members: **UNESCO Intranet > Tools > HR Apps > Careers.** If you are working remotely, you should connect to Careers portal through [connect.unesco.org](https://connect.unesco.org)

For all other candidates: **https://careers.unesco.org**

For information: Personnel Office, Abdus Salam International Centre for Theoretical Physics, Strada Costiera, 11, 34151 Trieste, Italy.
E-mail: personnel_office@ictp.it, phone: +39-040-2240-595/596/695

AN ASSESSMENT EXERCISE MAY BE USED IN THE EVALUATION OF CANDIDATES.